In the years surrounding the passage of the 1976 Hyde Amendment, which barred the use of federal funds to pay for abortion services, the independent feminist press warned about the return of the coat hangers, listed phone numbers to call adjacent to detailed scripts, and published photo upon photo of protesters. Meanwhile, black women's voices were largely absent from these publications and the black press remained silent about the issue all together. Although legal abortion was an important right for women regardless of skin color, and the Hyde Amendment's attack on federally funded abortions impacted women of color disproportionately, a "conspiracy of silence" plagued black women in the 1970s. i The divergent responses to the passage of the Hyde Amendment reflected a deeper rift in the second-wave feminist movement and suggests that restrictions on legal abortion did not have the power to unite feminists in a common cause.
The racist past of the American birth control movement, a failure on behalf of white feminists to incorporate black women, and complex ideological barriers proved too strong to successfully bridge the race divide within the feminist movement. Focusing specifically on publications in the alternative feminist press and the black press, as well as interviews and autobiographical narratives from black feminists, this paper examines why black women were largely absent in the abortion debate and mobilizations surrounding the passage of the Hyde Amendment. I outline first how the Hyde Amendment disproportionately impacted women of color, second, how black women were absent from the discourse, and third, the historical and ideological barriers that prevented black women from joining the abortion debate of the 1970s. The passage of the Hyde Amendment offers unique context for this research because it disproportionately affected women of color yet still could not diversify the movement. It is therefore an ideal event to focus on in examining racial politics within the second wave feminist movement, which raged from the 1960s to 1980s and focused heavily on reproductive justice. ii While Roe v. Wade is often heralded as the landmark case in the legal history of abortion in the United States, the tension between abortion accessibility and restriction did not begin nor end with that infamous ruling. Abortion was first criminalized in the United States in 1867 and remained so until 1973, when the Supreme Court ruled 7-2 in Roe v. Wade that the decision to obtain an abortion was a woman's constitutional right under the 14 th Amendment. iii The impact of this decision on public health was undeniable; women obtained abortions at increasing rates while mortality from abortion dropped substantially due to a decrease in abortions performed illegally under unsafe and unsanitary conditions. iv Women of color particularly benefited from the legalization of abortion. Prior to Roe v. Wade, low income women and women of color, categories that often overlapped, had the least access to skilled practitioners and were thus most at risk of nonprofessional and risky abortions, apparent in comparatively higher rates of death from abortion in the years before 1973. v Legalization of abortion solved some of those issues. Yet, Roe v. Wade was not the end of the American abortion story.
Roe v. Wade addressed the problem of legality, but a new issue soon appeared for women seeking abortions: accessibility. On September 17, 1976, three years after women celebrated their right to legal abortion, the Hyde Amendment was added to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare Department of Labor Appropriations Act. This amendment prohibited the use of federal funds to pay for Medicaid abortions outside of extreme exceptions. Suddenly, low-income women who relied on Medicaid were unable to practice their newly won civil liberty without extreme financial hardships. While written in the color-blind language of poverty, in practice the amendment undeniably impacted black women disproportionately who had a poverty rate over three times that of white women in 1977 (31.3% and 8.9% respectively) and relied on Medicaid at the highest rates. vi Black women were also disadvantaged geographically. Zip codes with higher black populations correlated with those with few abortion clinics and were more often than not located in states where the state government adopted the Hyde Amendment as well, removing all public funding for Medicaid abortions and leaving women to cover the full cost. vii Poor women of color, the very women who benefited most from the legalization of abortion, were placed in a situation similar to what existed prior to Roe v. Wade as a result of this restriction.
The Hyde Amendment had clearly harmful impacts, specifically on low-income women of color. These women were now either unable to receive an abortion due to financial restrictions or had to find alternative means to pay for one. Data from before and after the Hyde Amendment shows a drop in abortion rates for non-white women beginning in 1976 while the total rate and rate for white women remains steadily increasing, suggesting that women of color were primarily impacted by the amendment. viii According to the Guttmacher Institute, one in four women who otherwise would have received an abortion carried the pregnancy to term. ix This posed additional economic strain on women who were already struggling financially. x The majority of women, however, were desperate enough to find alternative means to obtain an abortion, evident in an increase in rates of self-induced and non-physician abortions. xi Some women also proceeded to receive legal abortions, but often later than they otherwise would have because of the time spent finding sources of funding. This delay resulted in increased costs as well as health risks, with each week of delay increasing the risk of medical complications by 20% and risk of maternal mortality by 50%. xii With restrictions in place, the Hyde Amendment worked against the progress made in Roe v. Wade by exacerbating the lack of abortion accessibility. The legislative measure created additional complications for women, disproportionately black, who already struggled financially and had benefited most from Roe v. Wade. Based on their especially vulnerable position, one might assume that black women would feature prominently in the pro-abortion discourse following the passage of the Hyde Amendment. My research, however, reveals that this was not the case.
A look at the national discourse about abortion at the time surrounding the passage of the Hyde Amendment reveals a paradox: while black women were most impacted by the restrictive legislation, they were largely absent in the pro-abortion feminist mobilization and open dialogue. The alternative press reveals that the second-wave feminist movement at large emphasized reproductive freedom and access to abortion. Nearly every issue during the mid to late 1970s of New Women's Times, Women's Press, Big Mama Rag, and The Spokeswoman, four of the largest alternative feminist magazines of the 1970s, mentioned abortion on the front cover and contained "Abortion Updates," with detailed descriptions of current development in abortion legislation. xiii They also encouraged readers to get actively involved in the fight for abortion rights. In an article from January 15, 1978, The Spokeswoman wrote: "1978 is an election year-a third of the Senate and every seat in the House are up for re-election. Those who oppose women's right to reproductive freedom are determined to make abortion an issue in every campaign they can reach. We must be prepared to counter them." xiv Similarly, a 1977 article from New Women's Times aptly titled "Heckle Dr. Jekyll and Ride Mr. Hyde," implored readers to act, demanding, "we most protest this injustice! Write to your senators and representatives or send a public opinion message. Supports women's right to choose!" The author even provided a sample letter and the address of Henry Hyde, Republican congressman and sponsor of the Hyde Amendment. xv These feminist magazines also reported on the many pro-choice protests that erupted in wake of the Hyde Amendment. A 1977 Big Mama Rag article described over 150 prochoice protesters who rallied at a Right to Life event where Henry Hyde was speaking. The article described women wearing coat hangers around their necks like nooses who "went into the ballroom lobby where Hyde was, linking arms chanting "Hyde kills women!" xvi Yet while photos of protesters are commonplace in these magazines, black women were rarely present. In the Big Mama Rag article photo, not one black woman can be seen, even in the shots of the huge crowd. Moreover, none of the four magazines mentioned anything about race nor the impact of the Hyde amendment on women of color specifically in their "Abortion Update" articles. The magazines mentioned that the amendment "discriminates against poor women," yet race was blatantly overlooked. The feminist press did not consider, or at least did not cover, the uniquely vulnerable position of black women in the abortion debate and did not reflect racial diversity.
One alternative feminist magazine, Off Our Backs, diverged from this trend and emphasized the intersection of race in the conversation about abortion. The November 1979 special edition issue focused on "Race and Racism" and contained multiple stories from black feminists. In one such article titled "Blaming the Victim: Feminist Racism and Feminist Classism," Hope Landrine commented on the lack of black women's involvement in the feminist movement, writing "[white] feminists might begin by asking, 'What is the structure of the women's movement that excludes these women? What is it in the nature of our theory, strategy, personality, and ideology that tells these women they need not apply, that are we not talking about them, that we are not "relevant" to them, or interested in them? '" xvii In a separate article, formatted as an open letter to her "white sisters," Barbara Smith wrote that "white feminist not only need to fight racism, but to familiarize themselves with the substance of our lives and struggle." xviii A third article offered guidelines for talking about racism within groups in an effort to start dialogue between white and black feminists like Smith called for. The authors provided discussion questions such as "how did [racism] affect you in relation to other people?" and "as you became a feminist, to what degree did you feel connected to women of all backgrounds and lifestyles?" xix Race was clearly an important part of the discourse. Even beyond the 1979 issue, Off Our Backs criticized the lack of a more racially united pro-choice feminist movement and gave women of color a voice that eluded the vast majority of feminist publications at this time. Yet Off Our Backs is the blatant exception.
While the feminist press and mainstream media sources reported on abortion during this period, the black press remained suspiciously silent about the matter, even as the impact was unambiguously racialized. xx Neither the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) nor Ebony, the largest and most popular black magazine at the time, made any statements relating to abortion following Roe v. Wade or the Hyde Amendment. The first mention of anything related came in April 1978 with an article about Dr. Mildred E. Jefferson, the first African American president of the Right to Life Committee and an avid pro-life advocate. xxi An article in September of the same year about Faye Wattleton, the first African American president of Planned Parenthood Federation of America, followed. xxii These two articles, largely descriptive in nature, did not describe current events nor offer any direction for readers' action, in clear contrast to those in the feminist press that encouraged active participation and engagement. Besides this article pair, Ebony never reported once on the Hyde Amendment and the term "reproductive rights" did not appear until an article in 1990. Ebony's approach, or rather lack thereof, to abortion discourse, clearly contrasts with how the feminist press covered this content, suggesting that race guided dialogue in this context.
Ebony's letters to the editor section offered a richer narrative of the black community's relationship with abortion and revealed that many black women did indeed feel passionately about abortion and reproductive rights, despite that sentiment not being reflected in the magazine's general content. Readers submitted letters in response to the article about Dr. Jefferson and the majority of them took a pro-choice stance. For example, Shirley Thomas wrote that she was angered by Dr. Jefferson's "holier-than-thou stand against abortion" and believed that "she and her pro-life cronies should be reminded that the purpose of Medicaid is to provide medical care of the quality that the rich can afford...It allows the poor women the same options." xxiii Many of the women who wrote expressed a desire to make decisions over their own body and noted black women's uniquely vulnerable position.
The silence on behalf of the black press around abortion and the lack of diversity, in both content and authorship, in the alternative feminist press reveals what Byllye Avery, notable black feminist and health care activist, has called a "conspiracy of silence." xxiv Abortion was certainly relevant to women of color and polls reflect that black women supported abortion, so their silence hints at the existence of other restrictive factors. xxv Loretta Ross, a prominent black feminist historian and founder of the Sistersong Women of Color Reproductive Justice Collective, wrote, "it is not easy for Black women to talk about abortions. It is not easy for Black women to have abortions...Our abortion experiences have been invisible." xxvi This invisibility was rooted in a combination of ideological and historical barriers that limited black women's involvement. Ideological barriers were both internal, within black women's mentality, and external from the larger black community and the feminist community.
Internally, black women faced a stigma and culture of secrecy surrounding talking about women's health and abortion, suggesting the avoidance on behalf of the black press reflects similar patterns at the interpersonal level. Loretta Ross said that "it wasn't that [black women] were opposed to abortion but they weren't necessarily ready to talk about it front and center." xxvii Byllye Avery mirrored this sentiment, describing the intergenerational pattern of avoiding open discussion of sexuality and women's health in black culture. xxviii This normative barrier manifested itself in the black press' aversion to open conversation about abortion.
Another possible historical explanation for why black women were especially hesitant to join the pro-choice movement relates to its strong ties with the Sexual Revolution, a movement occurring simultaneously in the 1960s-1980s that challenged traditional codes of sexual behavior and orthodox ideas surrounding sexuality. Scholars have connected a lack of willingness among black women to openly discuss sexuality with the historical hypersexualization of black women's bodies. Black women have had to overcome many derogatory sexualized caricatures and an exploitative sexual history and thus would have had more reasons than white women to avoid open discussion of sexual freedom. xxix Aware of the many pervasive stereotypes attributed to them, black women modified their behavior, reflecting the experience of existence in what African-American scholar, W.E.B. Du Bois, called "double consciousness." Always with the looming "sense of looking at one's self through the eyes of others," black women's lives were shaped by the stereotypes perpetuated by mainstream culture. xxx Their silence was, in part, an overcompensation in the effort to avoid meeting those stereotypes. Black women's interaction with sexual liberation was different than white women's for this reason.
An external barrier to black women's involvement came from the tension they felt as players positioned in between the feminist movement and the black liberation movement. As women of color, they faced unique marginalization and oppression from both the systems of racism and sexism. Neither movement fully captured their needs nor encouraged their full participation. The feminist movement was riddled with racism and elitism and some radical separatist feminists pressured women to work against men. Meanwhile, the black liberation movement was in many ways sexist, both operationally through leadership and gendered roles, and ideologically, through an emphasis on patriarchal norms. xxxi This placed black women in a constantly tense situation, navigating between their dual identities. Gloria Joseph and Jill Lewis used the analogy of a Siamese twin to describe this dilemma, suggesting that black women were being pulled in opposite directions by distinct and incompatible interests which in turn prevents their full commitment to either movement. xxxii While this tension is clear, it is important to note that black women's dual identity is not determinative of permanent marginalization, as black feminists begin to embrace their agency and intersectional identity, using this unique positionality as a source of power.
The demographics of the second wave feminist movement at large reflected the trends in the feminist press. Both clearly lacked racial diversity and were dominated by white, middle class women. In discussing the feminist activist scene in Washington D.C. in the 1970s, Loretta Ross mentioned that, "although the city was 80% black at the time, ... we [black women] were never more than one, two, or three voices at a meeting out of twenty people." xxxiii Audre Lorde echoed this sentiment in her poem titled "Who Said It Was Simple." Lorde characterizes the complications of "interracial sisterhood" by describing a lunch meeting she had with white women where they were largely ignorant of the subtle ways in which racism pervaded society: "But I...see causes in color/ as well as sex/ and sit here wondering/ which me will survive/ all these liberations." xxxiv Finding a voice, let alone a spot, in the white-dominated feminist movement proved difficult for black women on multiple levels.
It was not only a lack of racial diversity in the feminist movement that posed problems, but also a lack of effort on behalf of white feminists to consider the unique circumstances and history of black women. Author, academic, and activist Angela Davis discussed how white abortion-rights activists of the early 1970s largely failed to consider their privilege and history, noting "had they done so, they might have understood why so many of their Black sisters adopted a posture of suspicion toward their cause." xxxv According to Davis, had white feminists done the proper research in an attempt to bring black women into the conversation, they would have understood some of the hesitations that they felt. Most white feminists in the 1970s failed to recognize, or simply ignored, that American feminism and the birth control movement had roots in overt racism. In fact, the early American birth control movement had intimate connections with the eugenics movement in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, which targeted women of color, deemed "unfit" by racist, pseudo-scientific standards. The history of birth control read much more like population control for non-white women, as reflected in the dark history of racist sterilization abuse. xxxvi This systematic racism continued even after the Hyde Amendment, as sterilizations remained subsidized by federal funds even when abortions were not. xxxvii While we cannot assume that all black women knew these details, we can speculate that they were more aware of the racist history that directly affected their families than the middle class white feminists. Moreover, some Black nationalists, well aware of this history, painted birth control and abortions as a white supremacist plot of racial genocide, causing increased suspicion among black women who were involved with the black power movement. xxxviii In this way, the racist past of the American birth control movement provides another explanation to why women of color were hesitant to join the proabortion movement of the 1970s. Surely black women wanted to escape dangerous backalley abortions just as much as white women did, expressing pro-abortion sentiments was just a much more complicated action given the historical foundations of the movement.
Yet another external limiting force to black women's involvement in the pro-choice feminist movement came from the unique nature of their relationship with black men, which contradicted a "monist" approach by womens' liberation groups. Albert et al. describes monism in Liberation Theory as a political claim that "one particular domination precipitates all really important oppressions. Whether Marxist, anarchist, nationalist, or feminist, these 'ideal types' argue that important social relations can all be reduced to the economy, state, culture, or gender." xxxix The black liberation movement had recently united black Americans-men and women-in the struggle for racial justice. Thus, a profound sense of racial solidarity made joining a movement where some feminists urged separatist sentiments and openly condemned men according to monist logic difficult. Many black women found it impossible to work against the men with whom they were deeply bonded by a history of racial oppression and whom they had just recently marched alongside. The Combahee River Collective, a black feminist group, reiterated this sentiment in their statement of purpose, writing, "although we are feminists...we feel solidarity with progressive Black men and do not advocate for the fractionalization that white women who are separatists demand...We struggle together with Black men against racism, while we also struggle with Black men about sexism." xl Black women were intimately tied to their male counterparts based on their experiences of solidarity in the struggle for black liberation in a way white women could not relate to nor understand.
Feeling alienated in the mainstream feminist movement, black women increasingly looked to create alternative spaces and organizations that prioritized their unique needs and experiences. Their "double victimization" as both female and black required special attention and separate spaces in order to overcome the conspiracy of silence and counter hegemonic discourse. Loretta Ross explained the importance of these spaces for black women, saying, "white women have begun to break their silences about their abortions. But they do not speak for us. We need to start telling our own stories about how illegal abortion killed our mothers and how legal abortion saved our lives." xli These new spaces emerged as contemporary black feminist groups formed, beginning with the National Black Feminist Organization in 1973 and continuing with the establishment of the Combahee River Collective in 1974 and the National Black Women's Health Project in 1984, among others. xlii These groups were significant in establishing official organizational capacity and visibility as well as a supporting theoretical conceptualization of what anti-racist, anti-sexist work could look like. They challenged the conspiracy of silence as dialogue about abortion opened to more diverse voices. Change, however, does not happen overnight. The birth of a more inclusive mainstream reproductive justice and feminist movement evaded the 1970s and 1980s, taking until the mid 1990s for activists to gain a larger audience and acceptance. Although many women had been involved in the work since the early 1970s, the wider public acceptance and large-scale diversification of the feminist movement lagged. xliii The lack of black women's voices in the time surrounding the Hyde Amendment is but one illustration of this delay.
To be clear, these groups did not give rise spontaneously to a black feminist consciousness; black feminists, despite perhaps lacking the title, existed in practice long before these organizations formed. As the Combahee River Collective Statement of Purpose explains, "contemporary Black feminism is the outgrowth of countless generations of personal sacrifice, militancy, and work by our mothers and sisters." Prior to the creation of formal organizations, black women engaged in practices of resistance to white supremacy and patriarchy through quotidian efforts to assert agency and reclaim their bodies, a practice dating back to slavery. While this research paper focuses on openly declared expressions of pro-choice sentiment by narrowly considering press publications and protest participation, I hope to encourage further consideration of more hidden means of political resistance that black women engaged in during this time period dominated by their apparent silence. Political anthropologist James C. Scott characterizes "infrapolitics" as the small acts of barely visible resistance waged daily by subordinate groups which are "like infrared rays, beyond the visible." xliv In contrast to the "public transcript," Scott argues that a "hidden transcript" reveals that actions that may appear acquiescent or passive are in reality a strategy of active resistance. This paper fails to consider how black women engaged in infrapolitics in this time period, but urges those reading to recognize that absence of evidence is not evidence of absence and hidden narratives exist beneath the surface I've painted. Further research is necessary in this regard. Jan Allen described women's reproductive rights in the late 1970s as "hang[ing] by a very slender thread." xlv Yet for many women, disproportionately black, the Hyde Amendment had already severed that thread. Given the cross-cutting effects of abortion, applying to all women regardless of race, restrictive abortion legislation such as the Hyde Amendment seem to provide the perfect context for women to unite in a common cause. In reality, however, the pro-abortion movement and discourse in the late 1970s did not reflect racial diversity. While some feminists in the 1970s and 80s focused on the needs of black women, the large-scale bipolar responses to the Hyde Amendment, as seen in the alternative feminist press and the black press, reflected a deep racial divide. Black women were largely absent, despite having benefited most from Roe v. Wade and harmed disproportionately by the Hyde Amendment's restrictions on publicly funded abortions. Although access to abortion and reproductive autonomy at large was important for black women, a conspiracy of silence limited their involvement. A complex combination of ideological and historical barriers in conjunction with racism within the feminist movement contributed to black women's silences. It should not be mistaken, however, that black women were unable to advocate for themselves during this time period. Black women did not lack agency, as seen in the activism of many individuals in the 1970s and the later growth of black feminist groups. Their dual identities as women and black simply made public action more difficult.
Race played a key role in the evolution of reproductive justice in America, guiding dialogue, tinting opinions, and ultimately proving that social movements are more complicated than a unifying cause. With this in mind, we move forward, with the understanding that the past is intimately tied to the present. Over 40 years later, black women are still too often marginalized. While the names Eric Garner and Michael Brown ring familiar to many Americans who know them as black men killed by police, the names Tanisha Anderson, Natasha McKenna, Yvette Smith, and countless more remain unheard and unrecognized, reflecting how black women continue to be overshadowed in mainstream mobilizations around racial justice, including the Black Lives Matter movement, founded by three black women. Meanwhile, reproductive health care continues to reflect a dramatic racial dimension. A shocking chasm exists between white maternal mortality rates and black, with black women facing a rate four to five times that of their white counterparts. xlvi Furthermore, threats to all women's reproductive rights remain as the Hyde Amendment is still in place at the federal level and in 33 states, leaving more than half of reproductive-aged women with Medicaid lacking abortion coverage. In response to these conditions, many continue to navigate the complex legal and social barriers to women's full autonomy over their own bodies. That the struggle continues reflects the urgency in understanding our movement history. I urge both scholars and citizens to acknowledge and study the silences in our history, for this act is crucial not only in our understanding of the past, but also in formulating our path into the future. 
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